
Australia's favourite outdoor blind

www.ziptrak.com.au



 Ziptrak  Sunscreen Mesh blind with 
Traditional Pelmet in Classic Cream.

Transform your 
entertainment  
area in seconds



Instantly create a brand-new 
space in your home, ready to 
entertain family and friends  
at a moment’s notice
Offering protection during every season from UV, dust, 
wind and rain for year-round outdoor entertaining.

Ziptrak® Clear PVC blind with Cast Bracket in white.

Enjoy your privacy without 
compromising the view
Enjoy a sense of privacy while preserving your external
views with the use of modern Sunscreen Mesh fabrics. 
Or for uninterrupted views and maximum rain protection 
choose clear PVC with your Ziptrak ®  blind system.

Custom made for every installation.
Protection from the elements.
Effortless and easy-to-use.
Child-safe; no cords, ropes or wires.
Australian made and patented design.



 
 

 

Maximise the use of your outdoor space

Ziptrak  creates a barrier from weather, insects, 
dust, leaves and other debris and reduces the time 
spent on cleaning and maintenance of your outdoor 
area and furnishings.

The unique design combination of the Ziptrak   blind 
system with a Streamline Pelmet containing our 
Insect Control System adds an additional barrier 
that other outdoor blinds cannot offer.

Ziptrak  Sunscreen Mesh blind with 
Traditional Pelmet in Woodland Grey.

Streamline Pelmet with 
Insect Control System



Designed for all the family
The Ziptrak® patented Track-Guided Blind System  
with its unique spline binding creates a gapless barrier 
on all sides of each blind – keeping out dust, wind, rain 
and insects. Our design also presents a safe 
environment for children and pets with no cords,  
crank handles, zips or external wiring.

Effortless smooth operation
Ziptrak® Spring-Balanced technology permits effortless 
smooth operation. Simply push the blind up or pull the  
blind down and your Ziptrak®  blind will stay where you  
leave it. You can also lock your blind into place by pushing 
down into the lowest position and engaging the Ziptrak
Centre-Lock-Release mechanism. To unlock, lift the  
handle to activate the release latches and lift.  

Optional motorisation is also available – with remote 
control instead of manual operation, useful for multiple 
blind applications or installations in hard to reach  
locations like outside of windows or heights.

One-touch convenience
Quick and easy-to-use
Leave at any height

Spring-Balanced Technology



Sunscreen Mesh - Privacy and Protection

  
 

Made to order sizing

  Select the skin type

Select the hardware colour 

Clear PVC - Uninterrupted Views

Classic
Cream

Paperbark Black Monument Choose your own
custom colour 

Woodland
Grey

White

Ziptrak   aluminium componentry is readily available in six colours or can be powder-coated to any conceivable 
colour to match the décor of your existing outdoor area. 

DESIGN YOUR BLIND

Provides a high degree of privacy, reduces sun 
glare, and allows airflow. For year-round protection 
from the harsh weather - with up to 99% UV and 
96% wind block.

Allows for maximum views and rain protection. Keeps the 
warmth in during winter while blocking up to 93% UV.

Each Ziptrak   blind is custom made and installed to 
your individual needs and specifications. With a wide 
variety of colour options, styles and features available 
to match or complement your outdoor space.

Need a larger blind or would like to include 
a doorway? Ask your retailer about the 
Ziptrak   Removable Post System.

Maximum Area

6m Width

3.5m Height

1 The recommended maximum dimensions for Ziptrak   blinds are 6000mm wide by 3500mm high when using Sunscreen Mesh, or 5500mm wide by 3500mm high when using clear PVC. 
* Sunscreen Mesh and PVC products are complementary to the Ziptrak system but are not manufactured or sold by Ziptrak Pty Ltd. Please speak with your retailer about the range, 
warranty and technical specification of these products. We recommend making your selection after viewing actual product samples in your outdoor area. Varying light conditions and 
printing processes can affect colour tones represented in this catalogue. 



Choose from the Pelmet or Bracket options

Choose from the Bottom Bar Weather Protection options 

Front Handle Reverse Handle Pull Stick

 

Provides exceptional protection 
from the elements, ensuring 
your blinds look great and 
operate flawlessly for years.

Provides superior weather 
protection while closing 
gaps effectively.

Blocks weather and other 
debris when large gaps 
are present.

Lock your blind in place 
when fully down (closed). 

Add an extra handle to 
unlock the blind from 
the other side.

Request a pull stick to 
avoid reaching up high or 
bending low to operate 
your outdoor blind.

Choose either manual (Spring-Balanced) or motorised operation

Hides the blind from view 
on one side only.

Prevents surface damage 
but does not provide 
weather protection. 

 

 

Traditional 
Pelmet

Streamline Pelmet with
Insect Control System 

Cast
Bracket

Cast Bracket with 
Back Flashing

Centre-Lock-Release Mechanism (exclusive for manual operation)

Ask your local Retailer for details 
about convenient motorisation 
and SolarSmart™ options, only 
available with Sunscreen Mesh.

Motorisation

 Large Weather Strip 
(30 mm)

Standard Weather Strip 
(15 mm)

Custom-Made 
Skirt

Basic 
Bottom Bumper

 

 

No weather protectionNo weather protection

Conceals and protects the 
blind when retracted.

Holds the blind in place but 
leaves it unprotected from 
the elements. 

For acutely sloping surfaces 
your retailer can offer a 
custom-made skirt. 



Your local Ziptrak® expert is:

1300 77 00 65
enquiry@ziptrak.com.au
www.ziptrak.com.au
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Chart represents the Ziptrak® 
system with the blind in a 

BLIND 
CLEANER

Ziptrak Pty Ltd is an Australian owned and operated business providing 
 

homes and pride ourselves in the design and manufacture of our products. 
© Ziptrak Pty Ltd 2015. Ziptrak® Registered Trade Mark of Ziptrak Pty Ltd. 
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Sunscreen Mesh2 ••• ••
*Up to 97% *Up to 96%

•• ••• • •• •••

PVC2 ••• ••• • ••• ••• •••

Streamline Pelmet ••• ••• ••• •••

Traditional Pelmet ••• ••• •• ••

Cast Bracket 
(no pelmet) • • • •

Large Weather Strip 
(30mm) ••• ••• ••• •••

Standard Weather Strip 
(15mm) ••• ••• ••• •••

Basic Bottom Bumper

•••Custom-Made Skirt

•

••
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UVR 
Protection

Rain 
Protection

Wind 
Protection1 Privacy Clear 

Views
Dust and 
Leaves

Insect 
Control

Up to 93%
••

UVR Protection: The amount of UV Radiation that is transmitted through a fabric. Mesh fabrics can block up to 99% of UV Radiation
depending on individual technical specifications. This is important when considering protection of outdoor flooring, furnishing
fabrics and furniture against fading. Privacy: The openness or proportion of holes in woven fabrics affects the degree of visibility.
Dark colours may provide outgoing visibility with daytime privacy whereas light colours offer greater heat protection efficiency but
with lower privacy. Wind Protection: The amount of wind that can pass through the blind when completely closed. The amount of
wind blocked by the system will vary depending on the type of fabric and blind configuration selected. 1 Testing performed by the
University of Adelaide showed that the Ziptrak  Blind System of 2.5m by 2.5m can resist a wind loading up to 82.4km/hr when
installed with aluminium rivets and up to 139km/hr when installed with stainless steel rivets. Installation is crucial to determining
the performance of a blind in windy conditions. For commercial applications, and in areas prone to high winds, we recommend a
greater number of fixings to the mounting structure. It is recommended that stainless steel rivets be utilised between the track
and channel. 2 Sunscreen Mesh and PVC products are complimentary to the Ziptrak  system but are not sold or manufactured by
Ziptrak Pty Ltd. Technical specifications can differ between products. Please speak with your retailer about the range, warranty,
and specifications of these products. We recommend making final selections after viewing actual samples. * Pressure on Sunscreen
Mesh fabrics due to wind and rain conditions can increase water penetration through these fabrics.


